Effects of sono-assisted modified precipitation on the crystallinity, size, morphology, and catalytic applications of hematite (α-Fe2O3) nanoparticles: A comparative study.
The present study reports a new approach to improve the adsorption and catalytic properties of hematite nanoparticles (HNPs) synthesized via the chemical precipitation technique as one of the most applicable and preferable synthesis methods. This could be performed through controlling the particles' crystallinity where a facile ultrasonic pathway (UP) modification was introduced as a hybrid replacement for the conventionally-used magnetic stirring pathway (MP) using different precursor concentrations. The X-ray diffraction and Raman spectra define the pristine phase of α-Fe2O3 crystal with lower crystallinity and higher degrees of structural disorder for UP products. UP also shows smaller nanosized particles with lower bundles of aggregations and lumps formation in addition to lesser values of polydispersity index compared to the MP products. The catalytic performance supported by the reaction kinetics for the degradation of hazardous Rose Bengal and Congo Red dyes in light and dark, respectively, were examined. It revealed superior efficiencies for all of the UP products within a short span against the conventional MP and previous studies. Moreover, it was confirmed that UP products could catalyze the biodegradation reactions of green algae (Enteromorpha) and induced higher rates of biogas production. In addition to this, decreasing the precursor concentrations was found to be another key factor reducing the produced particles' crystallinity, size, and lumps formation as well as affecting the morphology development. Thus, the synergetic effects of applying the UP at low precursor concentrations could show a practical pathway for the synthesis of low-crystalline HNPs with enhanced properties for green applications over the conventional MP products. Hence, the obtained findings are of vital importance to show the improved catalytic efficiency of HNPs by shedding new light on controlling the crystallinity and developing the surface features in the conventional precipitation process via the proposed modification.